
ill We will always find 2003 a most memo-

rable year.  People at the wrong time at the
wrong place remember it best.  Travelers were
beset by transportation difficulties of  mam-
moth proportions, that made connections and
departures a whirlwind of  unpredictable
inconveniences.  The tornado outbreak which
struck the midwest in May was very bad--hit
hardest were Missouri, Kansas, Tennessee,
Arkansas, Nebraska, Iowa, Kentucky and
Mississippi.  Some of  the strongest winds
were measured at 260 mph. August of  2003
handed America a blackout, and although not
weather related it killed traveler plans every-
where. Hurricane Isabel, the monstrocity 500
plus miles wide, pictured at left in a NASA
photo, September of  2003 affected traveler
plans as far away as Europe. The next four
pictures after Isabel are scenes from Europe
of  a horrific heat wave that struck Switzer-
land (the fire), and all of  Western Europe. Be-
low, coffins begin to be lined up in France, a
nation hit the hardest by the heat wave of
2                                               2003.

To the rescue



     No matter what is out there, you will always find a skeptic
hither and yond, however, to you the avant-garde listener of  Coast
to Coast AM, this is no dream or imagination.  And things have
ebbed closer to the unbelievable, that by now, those who have been
listening to programs going back to the early days with Art Bell

Summer in France, a portable morgue.  The heat wave was so tremen-
dous it killed in France 15,000--THE SIZE OF AN AMERICAN
ARMY DIVISION OF WORLD WAR II.



Bell have lived the changes as history. With a war against terrorism
survival becomes really tough.
    We must work together during every crisis.
     It is an entire regalia of  profound changes. The evidence may
be registered in the mind, yet with the passing of  time, dates and
places and people and events turn nebulous.  To help remember
the introspective peculiarities of  weather change, was the reason
for my new book, Alert: For The Times.  Believe me, many things
were mentioned months ago on Coast To Coast with Art Bell, and
now with George Noory.  It is not so easy to remember it all.  I
present my book and this special section not available to the gen-
eral public . . .showing consequences of  climate changes.

Don’t get stuck.




